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Abstract 

Purpose: To establish the optimum grading increment which ensured parity between practitioners 

while maximising clinical precision. 

Methods: Second year optometry students (n=127, 19.5 ± 1.4 years, 55% female) and qualified eye 

care practitioners (n=61, 40.2 ±14.8 years, 52% female) had 30 seconds to grade each of bulbar, 

limbal and palpebral hyperaemia of the upper lid of 4 patients imaged live with a digital slit lamp 

under 16x magnification, diffuse illumination, with the image projected on a screen. The patients 

were presented in a randomised sequence 3 times in succession, during which the graders used the 

Efron printed grading scale once to 0.1 precision, once to 0.5 precision and once to the nearest 

integer grade in a randomised order. Graders were masked to their previous responses.  

Results: For most grading conditions less than 20% of clinicians showed a ≤0.1 difference in grade 

from the mean. In contrast, more than 50% of the student graders and 40% of experienced graders 

showed a difference in grade from the mean within 0.5 for all conditions under measurement. 

Student precision in grading was better with both 0.1 and 0.5 grading precision than grading to the 

nearest unit, except for limbal hyperaemia where they performed more accurately with 0.5 unit 

precision grading. Limbal grading precision was not affected by grading step precision for 

experienced practitioners, but 0.1 and 0.5 grading precision were both better than 1.0 grading 

precision for bulbar hyperaemia and 0.1 grading precision was better than 0.5 grading precision and 

both were better than 1.0 grading precision for palpebral hyperaemia.  

Conclusion: Although narrower intervals scales maximise the ability to detect smaller clinical 

changes, the grading increment should not exceed one standard deviation of the discrepancy 

between measurements. Therefore, 0.5 grading increments are recommended for subjective 

anterior eye physiology grading (limbal, bulbar and palpebral redness).  
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Introduction 1 

Since their initial introduction approximately thirty years ago, anterior eye grading scales have firmly 2 

established themselves as an essential part of the eye care practitioner’s (ECPs) armamentarium. 3 

With usage reported at approximately 60-85% amongst ECPs [1,2] this seemingly low-tech approach 4 

has had a significant impact on clinical practice.  Grading scales hold several advantages over the 5 

sole use of written descriptions and sketches that practitioners had previously relied upon. Grading 6 

scales are quantitative, simplify the monitoring and progression of pathological and physiological 7 

changes, are a universal familiar language so can be interpreted by different nationalities and across 8 

health care professionals, aid in medical legal cases, and ultimately facilitate patient management.   9 

While grading scales are easy to use, widely available, and considered best practice [2], they are not 10 

without their limitations. Grading is subjective, associated with poor repeatability [3] and high 11 

variability amongst practitioners.  Grading scales are not interchangeable and the scale range varies, 12 

thus grading scores will differ depending on scale used [4] with estimates reported to be higher for 13 

scales which have a shorter dynamic range. [5] Further, there are concerns about the grading 14 

reference images themselves. Wolffsohn [6] found grading scale images did not follow a linear 15 

increase in severity, but instead followed a quadratic pattern, such that precision is greater for lower 16 

severity reference images i.e. the increments between gradings are unequal. Digital versions of 17 

grading scales have been produced with morphing technology [7] used to generate reference images 18 

down to 0.1 scale grade increments, but any improvement in gradingvariability has not been 19 

published.  20 

Some of the shortcomings may be attributable to the process of grading itself; typically, anterior eye 21 

grading involves the application of a discrete scale (a limited fixed number of grades) to a continuous 22 

variable (the severity of a particular ocular condition). [8] Several sources [2,8] have advocated the 23 

reduction of grading scale increment size to increase clinical precision i.e. grading to the nearest 24 

integer should produce poorer clinical precision than grading to the nearest 0.5 or 0.1.  25 

Nevertheless, achieving adequate clinical precision may not necessitate use of the smallest grading 26 

increment possible. Peterson and Wolffsohn [3] showed a mean difference of approximately 0.70-27 

1.03 bulbar redness (Efron) image grades was needed for it to be discernible by subjective grading.  28 

Given the widespread use of grading scales, and their vulnerability to subjective bias, it is of clinical 29 

interest to establish an evidence base for a best practice approach to grading.  The aim of this study 30 

was to establish the optimum grading increment which ensured parity between practitioners while 31 

maximising clinical precision.  Based on previously published data, it is hypothesised that whole 32 

integer grading will be less accurate (a larger absolute deviation from the mean practitioner grade) 33 

than grading to the nearest 0.5 or 0.1 unit. 34 

Method 35 
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The study was granted a favourable ethical opinion by Ulster University (practitioner study) and 36 

Aston University (student study) ethics committees and followed the tenets of the Declaration of 37 

Helsinki. Participants gave written informed consent to take part after an explanation of the study.  38 

The graders were 2nd year undergraduate optometry students enrolled at Aston University (n=127, 39 

19.5 ± 1.4 years, 55% female) and qualified eye care practitioners (at least 2 years) attending the 40 

BCLA UK conference in June 2018 (n=61, 40.2 ±14.8 years, 52% female) all familiar with using grading 41 

scales with the Efron grading scale. Data collection for the two cohorts occurred on separate 42 

occasions. 43 

The ocular surface of 4 patients with no ocular pathology were observed live under 16x 44 

magnification, diffuse illumination, with a digital slit-lamp (Keeler, Windsor, UK) and the image 45 

projected on a screen. The patients were presented in a randomised sequence 3 times in succession 46 

during which the graders used the Efron printed grading scale once to 0.1 increments, once to 0.5 47 

increments and once to the nearest integer grade in randomised order. They had 30 seconds to 48 

grade each of bulbar, limbal and upper lid palpebral hyperaemia each time, and were masked to 49 

their previous grades.  50 

Statistical Analysis 51 

The absolute average difference from the mean of all graders, for each grader with each increment 52 

level was calculated for each of the 4 patients. As the data was not normally distributed, non-53 

parametric statistics were applied (Friedman test repeated measure analysis of variance with 54 

Wilcoxon signed-rank test post-hoc pairwise comparison where significance was identified). In 55 

addition the discrepancies between pairs of observers were assessed for each of the 4 patients and 56 

the standard deviation calculated. 57 

Based on a standard deviation of 0.4 [9] for subjective grading, a clinically significant difference 58 

(p<0.05) of 0.2 units between groups could be detected with 80% power with a sample size of 61 59 

participants in each group and 0.15 units with 127 participants in each group. 60 

https://www.stat.ubc.ca/~rollin/stats/ssize/n2.html   61 

  62 
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Results 63 

Across the 4 patients examined, the average bulbar grade ranged from 0.8-1.5, average limbal grade 64 

ranged from 0.4 to 1.2 and the average palpebral grade ranged from 0.4 to 1.6 and was similar 65 

between patients used for the student grading and practitioner grading sessions. The distribution of 66 

the difference from the mean is shown in Figure 1 for student graders and Figure 2 for qualified eye 67 

care practitioners. The mean of these differences for each feature is shown in Table 1, along with 68 

statistical significance. There was a significant difference (p<0.001) across all grade increment 69 

comparisons except practitioner graded limbal hyperaemia (p=0.478). The percentage of clinicians 70 

increased for all conditions within a greater difference in grade from the mean. For most conditions 71 

less than 20% of clinicians showed a ≤0.1 difference in grade from the mean. In contrast, more than 72 

50% of the student graders and 40% of experienced graders showed a difference in grade from the 73 

mean within 0.5 for all conditions under measurement.  74 

Grading 

Increment 
 

0.1  0.5  1.0  0.1 

  
mean p mean p Mean P 

Student Bulbar 0.40±0.30 0.342 0.42±0.31 <0.001 0.51±0.29 <0.001 

n=127 Limbal 0.44±0.31 0.156 0.42±0.31 0.001 0.47±0.36 0.259 

 
Palpebral 0.35±0.26 0.645 0.34±0.32 <0.001 0.49±0.27 <0.001 

Practitioner Bulbar 0.58±0.50 0.633 0.58±0.53 0.004 0.64±0.45 0.001 

n=61 Limbal 0.54±0.46 0.790 0.54±0.49 0.940 0.53±0.52 0.874 

 
Palpebral 0.71±0.64 0.026 0.75±0.67 <0.001 0.82±0.64 <0.001 

Table 1:  Mean grade difference (± S.D.) from mean and significance between grading 75 

increments. The arrows above the significance (p) values point to the two 76 

increments being compared.  77 

 78 

Student precision in grading was better with both 0.1 and 0.5 grading increments than grading to the 79 

nearest unit, except for limbal hyperaemia where it was only better with 0.5 unit increment grading 80 

(there was no significant difference between the 0.1 and 1.0 increments for this feature). Limbal 81 

grading precision was not affected by grading step increment for experienced practitioners, but 0.1 82 

and 0.5 grading increments were both better than the 1.0 grading increment for bulbar hyperaemia. 83 

For palpebral hyperaemia, the 0.1 grading increment was more accurate than the 0.5 grading 84 

increment and both were better than 1.0 grading increment (Table 1). The standard deviation of 85 

discrepancies between observers was 0.65-0.87 across the students and was 0.72 to 0.84 across 86 

experienced practitioners.  87 

 88 
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Figure 1: What proportion of student clinicians were within 0.1 to 1.0 grades different from the 89 

mean of all clinicians for bulbar, limbal, and palpebral hyperaemia with each of the 90 

grading increments. N=127. 91 

Figure 2: What proportion of experienced practitioners within 0.1 to 1.0 grades different from 92 

the mean of all clinicians for bulbar, limbal and palpebral hyperaemia with each of the 93 

grading increments. N=61. 94 

 95 

Discussion 96 

This study set out to show that smaller grading increment steps would lead to more accurate grading 97 

compared to the mean. In practical terms, the grades recorded by a practitioner should be as close 98 

as possible to the mean of other practitioners (average difference) rather than the discrepancy 99 

analysis (the difference between 2 practitioners) as modelled by Bailey et al. [8]. However, while this 100 

was the case for 0.5 grading units compared to whole integer grading, this was generally not the 101 

case for 0.1 grading units compared to 0.5. As shown in Table 1, the average difference from the 102 

mean was around 0.30 for student graders and 0.55 for experienced graders. The standard deviation 103 

between random pairs of observers was higher, as expected, being 0.72 for student graders and 0.78 104 

for experienced graders. Bailey et al. [8] suggested that if the scale increment exceeds the standard 105 

deviation of the discrepancy this will result in a sharp broadening of the confidence limits. Thus, 106 

these findings suggest that a 0.5 grading step might be as precise as is possible to get when 107 

evaluating hyperaemia in the anterior eye using the Efron printed grading scale.  108 

It is worth noting that limbal hyperaemia grading was more variable in grade than bulbar and 109 

palpebral redness. This finding is not surprising as the exact extent of the limbal region is not clearly 110 

defined clinically and graders might have been influenced by nearby conjunctival redness. Yet, 111 

observers need to ensure enough attention is given to this structure given the response between 112 

limbal hyperaemia and contact lens wear. For instance, several studies have shown that hydrogel 113 

lens wear results in significantly greater levels of limbal hyperaemia compared to silicone hydrogel 114 

lens wear for both daily and extended wear modalities, whereas bulbar redness is not significantly 115 

affected. [10-13]   116 

Efron et al [4] suggested that grading of contact lens complications would be expected to improve 117 

with experience. His group also found grading variability improves statistically (but not clinically 118 

significant) with some experience, but no added benefit could be derived from supplemental 119 

training [14]. However, this study found experienced practitioners were less accurate than second 120 

year undergraduate optometry students. Similar findings between students and experienced 121 

practitioners were also noted by Wolffsohn et al [4]. Although a priori one might expect experienced 122 
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practitioners to show greater precision than students, this might no longer be the case as the 123 

importance of grading in the assessment of anterior eye is currently emphasised to undergraduate 124 

optometry students. Similarly, Cardona and Serés [15] noted that contact lens knowledge improved 125 

grading precision in optometry students. The students taking part in this study had received a 1 hour 126 

seminar on the principals behind grading and had used the Efron grading scales in 5 weekly 2 hour 127 

clinics. Differences in the data projection of the images, such as screen resolution and ambient 128 

brightness could have made a difference between cohorts, but the student graders used the same 129 

conditions as half of the experienced graders and the difference between them was still evident. 130 

Future work should further explore the relationship that knowledge, training and experience might 131 

have on the uses of grading scales in anterior eye and contact lens assessment. A survey of UK 132 

practitioners in 2015 [2] indicated that 91.6% of respondents used grading scales for bulbar 133 

conjunctival hyperaemia and 77.8% and 63.4% for limbal and palpebral hyperaemia respectively. It 134 

could be hypothesised that less familiarity of usage might lead to more variability with grading and 135 

this seems to be the case with practitioners. 136 

Recently, alternative methods to subjective assessment of bulbar and limbal hyperaemia have been 137 

proposed using software such as Keratograph 5M (Oculus) that objectively detects hyperaemia. [16] 138 

Artificial intelligence learning algorithms have been applied to retinal images, demonstrating their 139 

ability not just to quantify disease changes, but also to identify other features that might 140 

differentiate disease and its progression such as tortuosity, pallor and blood flow, not traditionally 141 

utilised by clinicians. [17] However, technological advances are not yet readily available by most 142 

clinicians. In addition, the results of this new technology might not be interchangeable with results 143 

obtained using subjective grading scales. [18-19] Thus, it is important to continue to support 144 

clinicians using grading scales optimally, although, digital photography can allow direct comparison 145 

at subsequent visits and is preferable to grading. 146 

It is important to note that this study was conducted using projected slit lamp videos of eyes without 147 

pathology. The patients examined were different between the students and experienced 148 

practitioners, but the average grades were similar for each of the ocular anterior eye features 149 

examined and the comparison was the individual’s difference from the mean, so the actual mean 150 

should not have a significant effect on the results. The mean grade of each feature was ≤2 for each 151 

participant; the entire range of the grading scale used was not included in the study. Therefore the 152 

conclusions cannot be extended to grading precision for more severe hyperaemic cases.  153 

In conclusion, this study showed that 0.5 grading increments should be recommended when 154 

assessing anterior eye grading (limbal, bulbar and palpebral hyperaemia). This contradicts previous 155 

recommendation by Efron et al [4] and Wolffsohn et al. [2] of recording clinical signs using 0.1 156 

increments between grades. Although narrower intervals scales maximise the ability to detect 157 

smaller clinical changes, Bailey et al [8] also indicated that for moderate precision the grading 158 
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increment should not exceed one standard deviation of the discrepancy between measurements. 159 

Although narrower increments have been recommended in clinical practice, Efron et al [4] and 160 

Wolffsohn et al [2] found graders tended to grade using whole and half-digits indicating a reluctance 161 

to use finer increments. Thus, this research provides the evidence for clinicians to adopt 0.5 162 

increments in their clinical grading alongside previous research highlighting the importance of 163 

recording the scale used and having the scale present when grading. [2,6]  164 

 165 

  166 
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